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Pilot



Nathaniel Fisher, Sr.

1943-2000

Meet the Fisher family.

After the patriarch of the family, dies in a hearse-accident, the family comes together to mourn and decide the fate of the family Funeral Home. Nate, who works for an organic grocery store in Seattle, has to deal with more than just the death of his father. His mother, Ruth, is taking the death especially hard because she had been having an affair with her hairdresser, Hiram. David, the closeted homosexual who has helped with the business, has a difficult transition running things. Claire, the youngest of the clan, is a teenager in high-school trying to get comfortable in her own skin. On top of everything the family is already going through, they have a corporate funeral company hounding them to sell out.
Quest roles:
Jeremy Sisto(Billy Chenowith), Richard Jenkins(Nathaniel Fisher), Eric Balfour(Claire's Meth Date), Dina Spybey-Waters(Chatty Mourner (as Dina Waters)), Jennifer Griffin(Crying Sicilian Daughter), Harper Roisman(Elderly Man), Hayden Tank(Young Nate), Sharon Madden(Woman Mourner), Gary Hershberger(Kroehner Representative)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
3 June 2001, 00:00
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